[Inaugural psychotic events in multiple sclerosis?].
Psychotic symptoms are not readily recognized in multiple sclerosis, especially at the beginning of the disease. We report the cases of four patients who developed psychotic symptoms that led to the diagnosis of multiple sclerosis. We describe the psychiatric and neurological features, MRI findings, clinical outcome and treatment. Two patients developed persecutory delusions, one presented a manic episode and the fourth melancholia with catatonia. Mean age was 39 years (range 20-49 years). Two patients had a personal history, but none a familial history of psychiatric disease. Examination of the cerebrospinal fluid revealed an oligoclonal pattern in all patients. All patients fulfilled Barkhof's MRI criteria. Three have had brain MRI with injection during psychotic symptoms. In these three cases, a frontal lesion appeared. The patient with catatonia also had a new lesion in the cerebellum and in the brainstem. All patients needed a "psychiatric" treatment, including antipsychotics. The psychiatric event lasted three months for two patients and the two others experienced relapse. Acute psychiatric symptom may reveal multiple sclerosis at the beginning of the disease. Frontal lobe localization is suggested. We propose that a psychotic event may correspond to a multiple sclerosis event.